Over the last decade, the number of devices per person has increased substantially. is poses a challenge for cookie-based personalization applications, such as online search and advertising, as it narrows the personalization signal to a single device environment. A key task is to find which cookies belong to the same person to recover a complete cross-device user journey. Recent work on the topic has shown the benefits of using unsupervised embeddings learned on user event sequences. In this paper, we extend this approach to a supervised se ing and introduce the Siamese Cookie Embedding Network (SCEmNet), a siamese convolutional architecture that leverages the multi-modal aspect of sequences, and show significant improvement over the state-of-the-art.
INTRODUCTION
e cross-device matching task has been addressed recently in the literature, most notably within the scope of the ICDM 2015 1 challenge and the CIKM Cup 2016 2 .
e winners of the CIKM Cup [4, 5] proposed using neural features to describe sequences of URL tokens. eir approach is based on a hierarchical doc2vec model [2] . However, in real world settings, doc2vec suffers from several drawbacks: first, doc2vec generates unsupervised sequence embeddings that are not specialized for the final task; secondly, doc2vec generates embeddings only for sequences available at training time.
In our approach, we propose to use the TextCNN structure as in Kim [3] in a siamese network to learn cookie similarities with different types of sequences. Using a supervised approach allows us to reach be er performance than the state-of-the-art. Furthermore, our approach is able to match cookies unseen at training time.
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OUR APPROACH 2.1 Context
We evaluate our approach on a cross-device matching data set that was released for the CIKM Cup in 2016. e description of the data set can be found in Phan et al. [5] . e data set is composed of about 339k cookies and more than 506k ground truth pairs in training.
e task is to find the 215k true pairs linking the users in test. For each cookie, the data set contains a sequence of events, where an event is a pair (URL, timestamp). e evaluation metrics of the challenge are precision, recall, and F1-score.
For a given set of cookies, the aim is then to compute a list of pairs of matched users. Since evaluating all possible pairs between n cookies results in O(n 2 ) operations, a classical 2-step approach is to have a candidate pair generation followed by pairwise ranking trained on ground truth data.
In the first step, we use a cookie representation similar to Phan et al. [5] with k-nearest-neighbors to generate the candidate pairs. For the ranking step, we first implemented a baseline ranking algorithm. For each of the candidate pairs, we generate a set of Baseline features: some features are based on URL sequences such as TF, TF-IDF similarities, term-matching features and doc2vec embedding similarities, while other features are time-related features. For better results, we introduce our supervised SCEmNet architecture.
SCEmNet Architecture
Our similarity learning architecture is based on convolutional networks and is illustrated in Figure 1 . We rely on the assumption that each cookie c is associated with M sequences (s 1 (c), ..., s M (c)) of fixed size. For a given token modality, the sequence of tokens is first processed through a SeqCNN module, similar to the TextCNN architecture introduced in Kim [3] : given an input sequence of embedded tokens, a convolutional network with one convolution, max-pooling and dropout layer outputs a cookie embedding. We use this module in a siamese network with a pairwise fusion layer to transform the two cookie embeddings into a single pair embedding. erefore, each one of the M modalities yields a distinct pair embedding.
e M pair embeddings are combined in the multimodal fusion layer. Finally, an output layer is learned to link the multi-modal pair embedding to the final similarity score.
e SCEmNet structure can therefore be trained independently to output a likelihood that a given pair is a true pair and then be used as a feature in addition to the other pre-computed Baseline features in a logistic regression. Or, similarly to the Wide & Deep 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For the SCEmNet implementation, we fixed the different filter sizes to be (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10 ) and the number of filters per size at 40. e dropout probability was set at 0.5 for training and 0 for test. Negative pairs were sampled from the set of candidate pairs not present in the list of ground truth pairs. Training a multi-modal SCEmNet, where M = 4 with sequences generated from URLs at different depths, resulted in learning richer pair embeddings. Regarding the merging of cookie embeddings, we found that using element wise multiplication for the fusion layer and concatenation for the multi-modal layer improved the results.
We compare the performance of the SCEmNet feature with JSCEmNet using only 50% of the test pairs, following the CIKM challenge setup. We report confidence intervals on the F1 score obtained by doing 50 random splits of the test pairs. Note that this is different to how Phan et al. [5] reported their results, as they evaluated on the full test set.
Our main results are presented in Table 1 . We show that using all features in joint training is the most efficient method: JSCEmNet is doing be er than the baseline features combined with SCEmNet. Our best score was obtained when adding a gradient boosted feature (XGB), which was obtained by training an XGBoost model on [5] 39.30 55.10 45.90 Table 1 : Note that these results are computed using only 50% of the correct pairs as in the CIKM cup setup. Training the SCEmNet structure jointly with other features is the most efficient method. Here, Baseline refers to the Baseline features defined previously.
the baseline features and using its prediction as a feature. We improved the state-of-the-art results of Phan et al. [5] by 1.9%.
CONCLUSION
is paper adds to the literature showing that applying Natural Language Processing techniques to sequences can be very efficient, especially in the field of similarity learning. We introduced the SCEmNet structure showing that siamese CNNs can be applied successfully to learn sequence similarity on non textual data. Furthermore, with the JSCEmNet architecture, we showed that learning the SCEmNet representation jointly with other features brings additional value and beats state-of-the-art results.
ese promising results were obtained while keeping to stateof-the-art methods for candidate generation. Besides, when working on online users, training a sequence representation such as doc2vec for all cookies might not be realistic (e.g. billions of sequences). In that case it could be helpful to use a SCEmNet-like structure to infer sequence embeddings and perform approximate kNN search. Future work should also be er integrate the temporal information (time gaps, daily and weekly pa erns,…) in our cookie/pair representation. A possibility could be to integrate the time-gaps in doc2vec as additional information as in Vasile et al. [7] , or to use RNNs as proposed by Smirnova and Vasile [6] . Further work should investigate the use of RNNs for the task of similarity learning.
More generally, this structure developed for cookie matching can be generalized to any kind of sequence similarity task. For example, we plan to test our similarity learning structure on textual data for the SemEval-2018 workshop on Semantic Evaluation 3 .
